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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0182004A2] 1. Device for the protection of drinking-water ducts (1) leading to positions of use against back-flowing used water, with a
tubular separator (3) located in the drinking-water duct behind a supply valve (2) and including an axially-movable piston separator tube (26) in a
cylinder provided with a supply line, which, with the supply valve (2) open, moves against spring action into a discharge connection (7) provided with
a non-return valve (8) and is then traversed by water and, in contrast, with the supply valve (2) closed, moves into its separating position remote from
the discharge connection (7), as well as with a pressure-control cylinder (2') containing the pressure-control piston (22) controlling the supply valve
(2) having operating chambers disposed on both sides of the pressure-control piston (22) which are to be connected via a servo-control valve (4)
provided with a servo-control piston (35) with a water supply and a discharge duct, wherein the servo-control piston (35) is operable by the water
pressure on the one hand in the water duct and on the other hand in the used water duct, characterised in that the servo-control valve (4) is provided
on the used water duct with a holding valve (6), which is located in a by-pass duct (9) parallel to the discharge connection (7) of the separator (3)
and bridging over the non-return valve (8) and contains a valve piston (48) arranged to move under the flow water pressure prevailling there, which in
its shifted position bridges the connection (10) between the servo-control valve (4) and the used water duct (5).
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